A DUALER (dual-channel airborne peroxy radical chemical amplifier) instrument has been developed and optimised for the airborne measurement of the total sum of peroxy radicals during the AMMA (African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analyses) measurement campaign which took place in Burkina Faso in August 2006. The innovative feature of the instrument is that both reactors are sampling simultaneously from a common pre-reactor nozzle while the whole system is kept at a constant pressure to ensure more signal stability and accuracy.
Introduction
Hydroxyl-and alkyl-peroxy radicals, HO 2 and RO 2 , where R stands for any organic chain, play an essential role in the chemistry of the troposphere, particularly in the formation and depletion mechanisms of ozone. In addition, they can be used as good indicators for the photochemical activity of the air masses. Radical chemistry in the troposphere has been subject of intensive research in the past 3 decades Monks, 2005) . As radicals are intermediates of many chemical reactions, it remains difficult to quantify their amount and impact in a particular environment. The amount of peroxy radicals concentration depends on complex photochemical mechanisms involving existing sources and sinks of nitrogen oxides (NO x =NO+NO 2 ), carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons and ozone (O 3 ).
Consequently, there are still many unknowns both in clean and polluted atmospheres concerning radical formation and effect. Measurement data, especially scarce for high levels of the troposphere, are therefore required to improve the understanding of the tropospheric chemistry.
In recent years, both new detection techniques and substantial improvements in the characterisation of existing measurement techniques have been reported (Reiner et al., 1997 , Cantrell et al., 1996 , 2003a , b, Green et al., 2003 , 2005 , Mihele and Hastie, 1998 Mihele et al., 1999; Reichert et al., 2003) . The quantitative and selective discrimination between HO 2 and RO 2 was first accomplished by the Matrix Isolation Spin Resonance Technique (Mihelcic et al, 1990) . The field deployment of MIESR is however limited by its high weight, delicate sampling procedure and long sampling time. The mostMost recent developments aim at the speciation of different peroxy radicals, in particular the detection of HO 2 separately from all other alkylperoxy radicals by using other techniques Fuchs et al., 2008) .
The chemical amplification is one of the most frequently used measurements techniques for the determination of the total sum of peroxy radicals (PeRCA: Peroxy Radical Chemical Amplification). Since this technique was proposed by Cantrell and Stedman (1982) and calibrated by Hastie et al. (1991) , there is abundant literature describing its gradual improvement and characterisation for the ambient measurement of peroxy radicals, and its deployment in diverse polluted and remote areas (e.g. Monks et al., 1996 , Carslaw et al., 1999 Burkert et al., 2001a , b, 2003 , Andrés-Hernández et al, 2001 , Cantrell et al., 1996a Volz-Thomas et al., 2003; Zanis et al., 2003 , Fleming et al., 2006a .
In most cases, the measurement system consists of a single reactor and detector. However, for remote areas and airborne measurements, dual systems, comprising two identical reactors and one or two detectors, have been recently developed in order to increase sensitivity and accuracy and address the issue of rapid changes of concentrations which introduce error in the radical determination (Cantrell et al, 1996b .
This manuscript describes and reports on the DUALER instrument (DUal channel Airborne peroxy radical chemicaL amplifiER), developed at the Institute of Environmental Physics of the University of Bremen (IUP-UB), and its deployment onboard a research aircraft for the measurement within the AMMA (African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analyses) experimental campaign which took place during the African monsoon period in August 2006. The IUP-UB DUALER utilises a common inlet, and comprises a double reactor and two identical detectors, kept at a constant pressure. In the following sections, the characteristics of the instrument, calibration procedures and performance during the campaign are discussed in detail. Some modelling and analysis is used to support the interpretation of the data.
Experimental

Description of the set up
The PeRCA technique has been described in detail elsewhere (Hastie et al., 1991; Cantrell et al., 1993; Clemitshaw et al., 1997 . Briefly, it uses the conversion of ambient peroxy radicals into nitrogen dioxide (NO 2 ), which is then detected by measuring the chemiluminiscence of its reaction with luminol (3-aminophthalhydrazide: C 8 H 7 N 3 O 2 ). Generally, oxy, alkoxy, hydroxy and alkylperoxy radicals (OH+RO+HO 2 +ΣRO 2 ) are all converted into NO 2 . As RO and OH abundances in the troposphere are much lower, PeRCA measures to a good approximation the total sum of peroxy radicals RO 2 * (RO 2 *= HO 2 +ΣRO 2 ).
The conversion of RO 2 * into NO 2 is accomplished by adding nitrogen monoxide (NO) and CO to the sampled air in a specially designed reactor. This leads to a chain reaction the length of which determines the number of NO 2 molecules produced per peroxy radical and consequently the chemical amplification of the signal. The chain length is defined by the competition of the chain propagating reactions: 
OH + HO H O O  → +
Under typical operating conditions, the radical-radical reactions play a negligible role in the termination of the radical amplification process.
A modulated signal is obtained by alternatively adding NO with CO and NO with nitrogen (N 2 ) to the reactor. In the absence of CO the peroxy radicals decay quickly and only a few pptv of no NO 2 areis produced from the re action of the sampled peroxy radicals with NO. As a result, the NO 2 comprising that in outside air plus other background trace gases producing NO 2 in their reaction with NO like O 3 is measured in the so called background mode. When CO is added, the conversion of radicals takes place and the total NO 2 in the so called amplification mode (i.e., NO 2 from the conversion of peroxy radicals plus other background trace gases producing NO 2 in their reaction with NO, plus NO 2 itself) is measured. The content of peroxy radicals in the air can be calculated from the difference between the signals of both modes, ∆NO 2 , provided that the length of the chain reaction is determined. This is usually undertaken extensively in the laboratory (see Sect. 2.2) and regularly monitored during campaigns.
The DUALER inlet shown in Fig. 1 was developed at the IUP-UB. It comprises a double reactor sampling from a common pre-reactor nozzle and connected to two identical luminol detectors installed in a rack (Fig. 2) . .
The ambient air is mixed with NO and CO as soon as it reaches the reactors (21 mm ID, 310 mm L stainless steel cylinders, 10 mm inlet orifice) and this mixture is pumped through each reactor to its detector. The inner wall of the reactors is Teflon coated. In order to ensure thorough mixing, the addition gases are forced into the reactor through a series of 8 orifices (1.5 mm ID) drilled radially at the top part of each reactor. The detector unit consists of a peristaltic pump for wetting with a 5x10 -4 M luminol solution two Whatman glass fibre filters located in front of two identical photodiodes (Fig. 31) . A NO 2 offset of 25 ppb is added to the luminol detectors in order to assure their linear response at low ambient O 3 concentrations (Clemitshaw et al., 1997) . Input and exhaust gas flows are purified using appropriate chemical converters: e.g. charcoal/iodine remove iron and nickel carbonyls from CO; iron (II) sulfate (FeSO 4 ) removes traces of NO 2 in NO, and activated charcoal with platinum in aluminium pellets at a temperature T > 100 °C converts the CO in the exhaust to carbon dioxide (CO 2 ).
Data are acquired with a DT 322 Multifunction Data Acquisition Board having an analog digital conversion rate of 200 kSA/s per channel, 30 Hz averages being saved. Homemade software is used to switch three way valves in the inlet system every 60 s alternating the modes of the reactors.Data are acquired using a Data Translation interface and Agilent Vee home made software which switches three way valves in the inlet system every 60 s alternating the modes of the reactors. In such a way it is possible to have continuous information about total and background NO 2 which are separately and simultaneously measured by both detectors.
An important aspect of the IUP-UB DUALER is the pressure regulation (see Sect.3). This is achieved at the so called pre-reactor nozzle, located in front of the reactors. As shown in Fig.  1 , the air coming through a 1 mm nozzle reaches first a volume of 54.5 cm 3 , which is kept at a constant pressure by using a pressure controller (Bronkhorst, HI-TEC, F-004BI-IV-55-V). The pressure line is connected to the sampling line behind the detectors and both are connected to the vacuum pump. In this manner the detector system is held at a settable, constant pressure. In order to prevent pressure variations when switching the measurement modes, a flow of N 2 or CO appropriately is added at the second addition point, at the bottom of the reactor.
For the AMMA flights (Andrés-Hernández et al., 2009 , Reeves et al., 2010 ) the DUALER was kept at 200 mbar. To comply with safety regulations for the total volume of CO allowed onboard the DLR-Falcon, the flows of 3 ppmv NO and 7.4 % v/v CO were added adjusted to reach 3 ppmv NO and 7.4% added to the ambient flow: ; the total sampling flow rate at each reactor being 0.5sLmin -1 . Table 1 summarises the operating flow conditions and concentrations during AMMA. The gas residence time in each reactor and in the line connecting the reactor to the detector is therefore ca. 1.3 s, and 0.5 s respectively. The gas residence time in the pre-reactor nozzle varies depending on the ∆P=P ambient -P reactor (see Sect.
3).
Calibration procedures
The sensitivity of the DUALER instrument relies both on the efficiency of the conversion of radicals into NO 2 at the reactor, i.e., the chain length (CL), and on the performance of the NO 2 detector. The calibration procedure must therefore comprise regular CL and NO 2 calibrations. The known dependency of the CL on the relative humidity (RH) of the air sampled (Mihele and Hastie, 1998; Mihele et al., 1999 has a negligible effect under the AMMA measurement conditions. The DUALER inlet is not heated during the AMMA flights but its inner part is connected to the cabin of the aircraft. As a consequence, the temperature of the reactors remains always higher than of the outside air. Therefore, the RH, being (Kartal, 2009 ).
The NO 2 response of the instrument detectors is calibrated regularly by adding different NO 2 -air mixtures from calibrated air cylinders.
The CL calibration of the reactor is based on the production of radicals from the UV photolysis of water (H 2 O) at 184.9 nm (Schultz et al, 1995) . The IUP-UB calibration source has been described in detail elsewhere . Briefly, a known water-air mixture is photolysed with a low pressure mercury (Hg) lamp which intensity is attenuated by using a nitrous oxide (N 2 O) filter, i.e., varying the N 2 O/N 2 ratio in the absorption zone. CO is added to the gas mixture to convert the OH produced into HO 2 radicals. As the amount of radicals is proportional to the intensity of light, and the absorption coefficient of N 2 O (Cantrell et al., 1997) (1) σ i being the corresponding absorption cross sections at 184.9 nm.
In order to characterise the performance of the instrument for airborne application, a series of measurements were performed under controlled pressure, P, conditions by deploying the calibration source in a pressure chamber of 0.2 m 3 , which can be evacuated down to 100 mbar. The experimental set up is depicted schematically in Fig.1 and main geometrical features are summarised in table 2.
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Characterisation of the DUALER for airborne measurements
An important aspect of the airborne measurement of radicals is the stability of the instrument performance during the flight. Therefore a main issue of the characterisation of the IUP-UB DUALER was the variation of the NO 2 signal and the chain length with the pressure. Figure 4 2 shows the NO 2 detector sensitivity determined during two series of calibrations made at pressures between ambient and 200 mbar. The detector sensitivity is defined as S=1/a, NO 2 being NO 2 = aX+b and X the detector signal in V. The detector signal degrades along each experimental series as a consequence of filter ageing. Changing the filter in the detector is always associated with improved sensitivity. This was observed at 500 mbar in the data set.
Variation of the NO 2 sensitivity with the pressure
The results show that between ambient and 500 mbar the detector sensitivity remains constant within the error (1σ≅± 6%), while from 500 mbar the sensitivity decreases significantly when reducing the pressure, down to 45% at 200 mbar. This can be attributed to the increase in the volume flow through the detector which above a certain threshold may lead to a drying out of the luminol on the filter. As the instrument measures NO 2 concentration, the decrease of the number of molecules involved in the luminescent reaction with decreasing the pressure might explain some of the observed behaviour below 500 mbar. 
Changes in the pressure of the air sampled lead to a transition period of about 15 minutes, characterised by signal noise and instabilities in the detector sensitivity. In addition to the pressure dependency of the luminol chemistry mentioned above, instabilities in the luminol flow affect critically the sensitivity and overall performance of the luminol detectors.
Once the detector has stabilised at a particular pressure (i.e., ±0.15% variability), both signal and sensitivity remain fairly steady till until the next pressure change as shown in Fig These results show the necessity to maintain the PeRCA detector at a constant pressure during airborne measurements in order to maximise the number and representativeness of observations. This has impact on the aircraft flight patterns selected for the determination of atmospheric vertical profiles and the identification of short term pollution events.
Variation of the CL with the pressure
The extent of the chain reaction depends not only on the concentration of the reactants and the residence time in the reactor but also on the material and shape of the reactor, because as it results from the competition between amplification, chemical loss reactions and wall loses . As mentioned above, given the value of the CL, the RO 2 * concentration in the air sampled can be calculated as: (2) The pressure variation of the CL for the reactors constituting the IUP-DUALER was determined experimentally experimentally using a HO 2 source in which the produced HO2 is and calculated according to by using Eq. (1). For this, the oxygen (O 2 ) effective cross section must be determined as it depends on the lamp conditions and the O 2 column (Hofzumahaus et al., 1997; Creasy et al, 2000) , and the latter varies at different pressures. The apparent σ O2 is determined from the total absorption measured at different O 2 in the cell by varying the flow of synthetic air (containing 20% O 2 ) and N 2 through the calibration source. As only the central portion of the flow is sampled by the instrument, for the determination of the peroxy radical concentration the calculation of the effective σ O2 locally at this position in the photolysis region is required. This is described in more detail elsewhere (Creasy et al., 2000; Kartal, 2009) . Both apparent and effective σ O2 for the calibration set up used in the present work are shown at different pressures in Fig. 53 .
The obtained experimental pressure dependency of the CL is shown in Fig. 64 , where CL calibrations were made by connecting a single reactor to the radical source installed inside the pressure chamber, and by varying the pressure between 200 and 1000 mbar. A decrease in the pressure of the sampling air is associated with an increase in the volume flow through the reactor since the mass flow through the instrument is kept constant during the measurement. Provided that the retention time in the reactor is sufficient for the chain reaction to be completed, the CL is expected to decrease when decreasing the ambient pressure, as the wall losses are gaining in importance as a consequence of the lower probability of molecular collisions at lower pressures. This behaviour is in agreement with the results in Fig. 6 4 and with previous experiments with other reactors (Kartal, 2004) .
A box model accounting for the main reactions involved (see Appendix A) was used to simulate the CL pressure dependency. The wall losses were constrained to the measurements at 1000 mbar leading to a 2 HO 1 wall k 1.5s − = , and kept constant for the whole pressure range.
Generally the agreement is very reasonable but for P<400 mbar the simulations underestimate slightly the CL obtained experimentally. This indicates that the variations with the pressure are either underestimated for the propagating reactions or overestimated for the terminating reactions (see Sect. 2.2.). Provided that the increase of k CO+OH with the pressure has been thoroughly studied (Sander et al, 2006) , From the discrepancies must be caused by the terminating reactions. The pressure variation of the experimental CL can be simulated by replacing k wall with a total k loss the comparison with the experimental results (Fig. 64 ) the variation of the wall losses with the pressure is estimated to be 1 loss 2
1.5 (10* )
where P 1 =1013.15 mbar, P 2 is the measurement pressure and k wall k loss is expressed in s -1 .
As mentioned in Sect. 3.1 the signal instability of the luminol detector requires keeping the instrument pressure constant during airborne measurements. This is achieved by regulating the pressure at the pre-reactor nozzle previous to the reactors, as described in the experimental section. For this DUALER, the CL measured in the laboratory is an effective CL (eCL) which is lower than the CL determined for the single reactor at the same pressure, since only the radicals not being lost in the pre-reactor nozzle are participating in the chain reaction at the reactor. As the peroxy radicals are reacting rapidly with the walls, the losses at this nozzle before the addition of CO and NO are expected to be important. It is important to note that the eCL in both reactors is not identical. This is likely a consequence of slight mechanical differences in the detectors affecting the interface between the luminol solution and the air sample and therefore the chemiluminiscent reaction.
As expected, the eCL is lower than the CL determined for the single reactor without prereactor nozzle. When keeping the DUALER at a constant pressure the eCL remains fairly constant within reproducibility and there is no significant difference in the results obtained at 200 and 300 mbar. The light curvature observed in the results in Fig. 6 5 is though very reproducible. This is interpreted to be related to ∆P=P sample -P DUALER . Due to the pressure regulation For high ∆P the air sample enters withflows with higher velocity in through the pre-reactor nozzle at higher ∆P, what that minimises the radical residence time in the prereactor nozzle and therefore the likeness of wall losses. However, high velocities are associated with turbulences which might enhance wall losses in the pre-reactor nozzle. Low ∆P is linked to less turbulence but to longer radical retention times in the pre-reactor nozzle.
At different ∆P the eCL is therefore the result of these competing mechanisms in the wall losses which may reach a compensation point at about 600 mbar. This is confirmed by the results obtained when the DUALER pressure is not regulated, up to 500 mbar (Fig. 6 ). As the flow across the 1mm orifice of the pre-reactor nozzle is laminar, the pressure drop (P d ) for each chamber pressure can be calculated. P d decreases from 12 mbar at 200 mbar to 2.5 mbar at 1000 mbar.i.e., Therefore, ∆P=P sample -P DUALER ≅=0 (Fig. 8) up to 500 mbar. The corresponding eCL NPR (eCL NPR : eCL no pressure regulation) decrease linearly with increasing chamber pressures, i.e., with higher retention time of the sample in the prereactor nozzle. Interestingly, while the eCL NPR absolute values are of the same order of magnitude than in the pressure regulated system, the discrepancies increase with increasing (Fig. 96) , so that at the maximum ∆P, eCL NPR > eCL This is consistent with the presence of additional turbulences at the pre-reactor nozzle associated with the pressure regulation, enhancing the radical wall losses. As expected eCL NPR ≅ eCL when the DUALER is kept at 200mbar.
The implementation of the pressure regulation requires therefore a characterisation of the eCL in the reactors respect to ∆P during the measurement (see Fig. 107 ). For airborne measurements the maximum eCL is reached by ∆P around 500 mbar.
Estimation of radical wall losses in the pre-reactor nozzle
Using a pure HO 2 calibration source, the HO 2 wall loss rate (k wall HO2 ) can be estimated from the comparison between experimental CLs obtained at different pressures for the single reactor (i.e., CL) and for the DUALER reactor without regulating the pressure (i.e., eCL NPR; NPR: non pressure regulation ).
The total radical loss in the pre-reactor nozzle can be calculated from: 
The variation of k loss with the pressure is depicted in Fig. 129 . As stated above, this k loss represents an upper limit of k wall . According to Hayman, (1997):
1/3 2/3 1/3 1/3
1.85 ;
where ν is the velocity of the gas (cm s
, L the length (cm), d the diameter of the flow tube (cm), S the surface area (cm 2 ) and V the volume (cm 3 ).
In the case of the pre-reactor nozzle, S, V, d, and L remain constant at all the pressures and Eq. (7) can be rewriten as:
where Z is a constant. According to Eq. (8), the k loss is expected to decrease with increasing pressures since the diffussion coefficient D (D=λc/3, λ being the mean free path, and c the mean molecular speed) decreases with increasing pressure at constant temperature, as result of the decrease in the mean free path. In addition, the velocity of the gas sample through the prereactor nozzle decreases when increasing the pressure as the mass flows are kept constant at all the pressures. This is in agreement with the values presented in Fig. 129 .
According to the results shown in Fig. 118 , the HO 2 losses at the pre-reactor nozzle are estimated to be around 55% at 200 mbar. This situation is closest to the conditions during the AMMA airborne measurements when the DUALER system was kept constantly at 200 mbar.
The wall losses of alkyl peroxy radicals are expected to be lower. A series of experiments were performed by using a 50% methylperoxyl (CH 3 O 2 ) and 50%/ HO 2 radical source. This is achieved by adding methane (CH 4 ) instead of CO in the calibration gas:
As CH 4 is added in excess to favour the chemical reaction over the OH wall losses, the source generates a 50% methylperoxyl (CH 3 O 2 ) and 50% HO 2 radical mixture.
Once in the reactor, the HO 2 radicals lead the amplification cycle. The yield of HO 2 from CH 3 O 2 for the experimental conditions is 0.85 [Clemitshaw et al., 1997] As expected, the eCL for the mixture of HO 2 and CH 3 O 2 behaves similarly over the pressure range but the absolute values are higher than for the pure HO 2 as the CH 3 O 2 are less effectively lost in the pre-reactor nozzle. Based on these results, the eCL was simulated for different mixtures of HO 2 and CH 3 O 2 . As shown in Fig. 1411 , if the eCL for pure HO 2 is used for the analysis of all ambient measurements, i.e., assuming equal wall losses for all peroxy radicals, the RO 2 * mixing ratios are 14% overestimated in the case of the most common 1:1 HO 2 /CH 3 O 2 ambient mixture.
4
Processing and analysis of AMMA data
The analysis of airborne data requires an especially careful evaluation which takes into account the experimental drawbacks during the preparation and measurement periods.
The IUP-UB DUALER was deployed during the AMMA campaign on the DLR-Falcon for the measurement of peroxy radicals during the African monsoon period in 2006 (Reeves et al., 2010; Andrés-Hernández et al., 2009) . During the AMMA flight preparation periods in Ouagadougou, unavoidable interruptions in the gas flows and power supply previous to the flights led to detector instabilities which constrained the usefulness and representativeness of the calibrations. On top of this, changes in the NO 2 concentration provided by the gas cylinder built in the DUALER (1 ppm NO 2 in synthetic air) were observed throughout the day. These are attributed to the high T and humidity conditions prior to the flight which possibly led to variable NO 2 wall losses related to the formation of nitric acid (HNO 3 ) in the pressure regulator and the gas tubing in spite of lengthy flushing of the gas lines. As a consequence, inflight calibrations with this NO 2 cylinder were not possible. As a consequence, the in-flight calibrations had to be supplemented by NO 2 calibrations of the detectors with external cylinders before and after the measurement flight.
Short-term instabilities in the luminol flow can also be of importance during the flight and must be carefully taken into account in the data processing. The flow instabilities lead to short-term and not simultaneous variations in the sensitivities of the detectors which might introduce uncertainties in the determination of ∆NO 2 , i.e., NO 2amplification -NO 2background , as it involves the signal of both single detectors. The NO 2 calibrations of the detectors with external cylinders made before and after the flights were insufficient to monitor potential inflight variations in the detectors sensitivity.
To overcome these issues a mathematical method based on the ozone concentrations measured simultaneously on board the DLR-Falcon was developed for the interpretation of results (see Sect. 4.1). This procedure enables the monitoring of potential changes in the sensitivity of the detectors and the calculation of effective calibration parameters.
Calculation of RO 2 * mixing ratios during the AMMA flights
Provided that the signal measured in the NO 2 background is essentially defined by the ambient O 3 converted to NO 2 mixing by its reaction with the added NO ratios and that the
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Formatiert: Tiefgestellt response of the luminol detector remains linear (i.e., NO 2 = aX+b), the sensitivity of each detector for each single point k during a selected time interval can be calculated.
Thus, the sensitivity of one of the detectors S D1 =1/a D1 at a time k can be calculated from two consecutive O 3 measurements at the time k and k+1, ([O 3 ] (ki) written as O 3(ki) for simplicity):
In an analogous manner, an array with n-1 elements is obtained for each point measured at the time k, n being the number of measurement points within a selected time interval:
3 (2) 3 ( 1) 3( )
Thus, a sensitivity array is attributed to each NO 2 measuring point of a luminol detector, 
Conversely, the value b can be calculated for each measurement point as:
Therefore, a value of * D 1 a and a b value are assigned to each detector signal. The variability of these parameters indicates the sensitivity variations of the detectors.
The values obtained are further used to calculate the mixing ratios of the peroxy radicals at a time k within each time period selected, which normally corresponds with a flight pressure level:
where the corresponding eCL are determined in the lab and:
. .
. . Figure 12 shows exemplary the application of the calculation procedure to the measurements at 330 mbar on the 13 August 2006. In Fig. 12a the [O 3 ] in ppbv is compared to the raw background signal of the luminol detectors in volts. Despite the offset of the signals, the temporal evolution agrees very reasonably as expected. According to the procedure described above, the effective calibration parameters are calculated (A Det1 =28.2±4.5; A Det2 =16.8±3.1; B Det1 =16.9±1.9; B Det2 =14.3±1.5) and used to obtain the mixing ratios depicted in Fig. 12b .
This method might be subject to a certain error in the case of malfunction of the O 3 instrument and/or sudden variations of background ambient gases other than O 3 oxidising NO or providing directly NO 2 to the DUALER. However, the variations in NO and NO 2 of the air masses within the periods selected for analysis do not indicate any significant contribution of any potential interference. Within AMMA the A Deti parameters obtained from the O 3 in-flight validation generally varied between 15 and 35 with 15-30% relative accuracy, in reasonable agreement with the "a" parameters obtained in the laboratory, which varied between 10 and 30 with 3% accuracy
Error analysis and detection limit
The calculation of the error associated with the RO 2 * mixing ratios must take into account the contribution of the following sources of uncertainty:
1. NO 2 detector sensitivity. This is determined by the NO 2 calibrations with cylinders of known concentration (see Sect. 2.2) and the reproducibility is within 99% for laboratory measurements taken with the same filter and under the same pressure conditions. By using the procedure described in Sect.4.1, the relative accuracy of the NO 2 airborne measurements remains between 20% and 35%.
2. CL determination. The effective CL is determined at the laboratory for a particular measurement pressure with a 15% standard deviation. Potential in-flight losses of (Stone et al., ACP 2010) .
The detection limit of the NO 2 detector is calculated as 3 times the standard deviation of 20s signal averages at each calibration point made at 200 mbar under laboratory conditions. This leads to a value of 0.13±0.05 ppb NO 2 . As the eCL=45±7 at 200mbar, the RO 2 * detection limit is 3±2 pptv for 20s time resolution.
During AMMA, a total of 8 DLR-Falcon flights were conducted from Ouagadougou in Burkina Faso (12.15°N 1.30°W) in the period from 1-18 August 2006. An overview of the aircraft campaign and details of the flights are described in Reeves et al. (2010) . The results of the radical intercomparison exercise during the flight on the 16.08.06 are analysed elsewhere (Andrés-Hernández et al., 2010) .
The total RO 2 * error calculated from the propagation of the errors above remains between 25 and 45% within AMMA, depending on the flight conditions and the stability of the measurement signals for any particular measurement interval.
Application to AMMA measurements
The analysis of AMMA peroxy radical measurements during episodes of intense convection and biomass burning is presented elsewhere (Andrés-Hernández et al., 2009) . The RO 2 * data selected in Fig. 15 123 and 16 134 illustrate AMMA measurement situations associated with errors of different origin and magnitude.
On the 11 August 2006 a vertical profile from 360 mbar was taken over Ouagadougou before landing. The RO 2 * are quite variable at the different pressure levels measured. In the first two levels at 360 and 450 mbar, total odd nitrogen (NO y ), O 3 and CO change abruptly indicating the chemical inhomogeneity of the air mass sampled. This situation disturbs the local chemistry and leads to short term variations in the background concentrations which can then result in is partly associated with the calculation of RO 2 * negative mixing ratios. , which sSpite being of their chemically meaningless, these negative values are not removed from the data set as they are not caused by instrument failures and provide useful information about radical variability and instrument response in such ana rapid changing environment. The analysis of data is however based on periods of stable conditions. At 570 mbar the longer lived species CO and O 3 remain fairly constant whereas NO y variations seem to define the RO 2 * variability. Close to the surface at the highest pressure level, the RO 2 * mixing ratios are low and close to the detection limit. The [RO 2 * ] error bars in 
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Summary and conclusions
A DUALER instrument based on the chemical amplification technique is proposed for the airborne measurement of peroxy radicals. Due to the fluctuations in signal and sensitivity of the luminol detectors with the pressure, the system is kept at constant pressure during the measurement.
The pressure regulation at a pre-reactor nozzle, though optimising the detector output and stabilising the reactor chain length, introduces turbulences which enhance radical wall losses prior to chemical conversion and amplification. The chain length determined experimentally is therefore an effective chain length (eCL), resulting from the amplification of the radicals reaching the gas addition point at the reactors. The losses at the pre-reactor nozzle are mainly wall losses. The eCL varies with ∆P= P ambient -P DUALER indicating the effect of turbulences and retention time in the wall losses at the pre-reactor nozzle. Each DUALER instrument must therefore be thoroughly characterised prior to any deployment in an airborne platform. Knowledge of the retention time in the pre-reactor nozzle enables the calculation of the eCL for different ∆P.
According to the laboratory characterisation of the IUP-UB DUALER regarding the signal to noise ratio, the stability of luminol flows in the NO 2 detectors, the eCL, and the CO consumption, the performance of the instrument during airborne measurements is expected to be at the best for ∆P around 500 mbar. The actual DUALER configuration is not suitable for system pressures below 200 mbar and this restricts the measurement to ambient pressures above 270 mbar.
The response of the instrument for different peroxy radicals was also investigated. As expected, higher eCL were experimentally determined for CH 3 O 2 than for HO 2 . This is interpreted to be the result of lower wall losses of CH 3 O 2 in the pre-reactor nozzle. These experimental results were utilised to simulate the eCL for different mixtures of peroxy radicals. Using a common eCL for the determination of [RO 2 * ] in ambient samples is subject to an additional error which most likely remains between 8 and 14% depending on the
The IUP-UB DUALER was successfully deployed during the AMMA measurement campaign in West Africa in 2006. In order to cover most of the measurement conditions, the pressure of the system was kept at 200 mbar. [RO 2 * ] between 5 and 60 pptv were measured in air masses of different photochemical characteristics (Andrés-Hernández et al., 2009) . A validation procedure based on simultaneous O 3 measurements onboard is proposed to monitor and correct variations in detector sensitivity during the flight. In such a manner, the total error of the RO 2 * mixing ratios vary between 25 and 45% depending on the detector performance and flight conditions.
Appendix A: Box model
A chemical box model based on the fourth order Runge-Kutta numerical analysis method by programming with Matlab 7.0 was developed for the simulations within this work. The procedure is presented more in detail in Kartal (2009) . The reactions used are summarized in Table 13 . All reaction rates except for the heterogeneous HO 2 wall loss are according to JPLpublication JPL 06-2 (Sander et al., 2006) . 
